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Have one to sell?

Majority Sierra Plus 2.1.2 Dolby
Atmos Soundbar | 400W with
Wireless Subwoofer | Surround
Sound with Up-firing Speakers |
Multi-Connection including HDMI
Arc…
Visit the MAJORITY Store
     25 ratings

& FREE Returns 

Pay £269.95 £249.95: get a £20 Amazon Gift Card on
approval for the Amazon Classic Mastercard. Terms apply.

May be available at a lower price from other sellers,
potentially without free Prime shipping.

Compare with similar items

 Report incorrect product information.

Buy it with

JBL Bar 5.1 Surround Sound Bar - Entertainment System £399.00…  

Majority Bowfell Bluetooth Soundbar for TV and
Computer | 50-WATT with powerful stereo sound | Multi-
Connection

 5,890 £34.48 

Shop now ›

 |  

Total price: £283.23

Sponsored ‹

Deliver to Kemi - Cambridge CB4 1 

 & FREE Returns 

FREE delivery Friday, February 4.
Order within 5 hrs 40 mins.
Details

In stock. 

  Secure transaction

Dispatches from Amazon

Sold by iZilla

Packaging Item arrives in pac…

Details

Add an Accessory:

269£ 95

Quantity: 1

Add to Basket

Buy Now

MAJORITY
Snowdon II Sound
bar for TV | 120…

£59.95

Majority Bowfell
Bluetooth
Soundbar for TV…

£34.48

Majority DVD
Player for TV |
HDMI and RCA P…

£29.95

Add gift options

Add to List

New & Used (2) from 
£264.55  

Sell on Amazon

VIDEO
Roll over image to zoom in

269£ 95

Speaker type Surround Sound

Brand MAJORITY

Model name Sierra Plus

Recommended
uses for
product

For televisions

Subwoofer
diameter

6.5 Inches

Mounting type Ceiling MountSee more

Sponsored 

Add all three to Basket

Electronics Best Sellers Deals Phones & Accessories TVs & Home Cinema Camera & Photo Audio & HiFi Computers & Accessories

All Buy Again Morrisons Free Delivery Gift Cards & Top Up

Deliver to Kemi
Cambridge CB4 1 majority soundbar Returns
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JBL Bar 5.1 Surround Sound Bar -
Entertainment System

£399.00

…  

Savings & Sales

+ +

Show details

Sponsored 

These items are dispatched from and sold by different sellers.

This item: Majority Sierra Plus 2.1.2 Dolby Atmos Soundbar | 400W with Wireless Subwoofer | Surround S

KabelDirekt – 1m Optical Digital Audio Cable/TOSLINK Cable (TOSLINK to TOSLINK, fibre optic cable, for 

Syncwire Optical Cable (1.8M) 24K Gold-Plated Optical Digital Audio Cable Toslink Lead for [S/PDIF] LG/S

More items to explore

ASNQ RG6 Coaxial Cable
Connectors Set 75 OHM
- High-Speed Premium
Coax Cable 10m - For
Internet, Digital TV,…

 62

 FREE One-Day

Mini Soundbar,
Soundbar for TV,
Computer Soundbar
with Bluetooth 5.0,
Wired & Wireless PC…

 1,602

 FREE One-Day

Optical Cable, WARRKY
Optical Cable for
Soundbar to TV 1.8m /
6ft, [24K Gold-Plated
Plug, Metal Case,…

 725

 FREE One-Day

Tec-Digi Digital Optical
Audio Cable Toslink
Cable - 1M [24K Gold-
Plated, Ultra-Durable]
Fiber Optic Male to Ma…

 31

 FREE One-Day

BlueRigger Digital
Optical Audio Toslink
Cable (2M, Fiber Optic
Cord, 24K Gold-Plated) -
Compatible with Hom…

 12,977

 FREE One-Day

15.19£ 59.99£ 6.99£ 5.99£ 5.49£
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Compare with similar items

This item Majority Sierra
Plus 2.1.2 Dolby Atmos
Soundbar | 400W with
Wireless Subwoofer |
Surround Sound with Up-
firing Speakers | Multi-
Connection including HDMI
Arc…

Majority Sierra 2.0.2 Dolby
Atmos Soundbar | 280W |
Surround Sound with Up-
Firing Speakers | Multi-
Connection including HDMI
Arc

Majority Everest 5.1 Dolby
Audio Surround Sound
System with Soundbar | 300
WATT with Wireless
Subwoofer | Rechargeable
Detachable Satellite
Speakers | Multi-Connection
including HDMI ARC &
Bluetooth

Sony HT-G700 - 3.1ch
Dolby Atmos / DTS:X
Soundbar with wireless
subwoofer

Customer
Rating

 (25)  (9)  (18)  (271) 

Price £269.95 £219.95 £229.95 £288.02

Shipping

Sold By iZilla iZilla iZilla Amazon Warehouse

Remote Control 4.0 4.7 4.0 4.2 

Sound quality 4.3 4.7 4.1 4.0 

Value for
money

4.5 — — 3.8 

Finish Type Matte Matte Matte —

Item
Dimensions

96 x 10.8 x 8.1 cm 96 x 10.8 x 8.1 cm — 10.8 x 98 x 6.4 cm

Item Weight 7.93 kg 3.55 kg 5.83 kg 3 kg

Surround Sound
Channel
Configuration

2.1.2 2.0.2 5.1 7.1.2

Product details
Batteries   :   2 AAA batteries required. (included)

Product Dimensions   :   96 x 10.8 x 8.1 cm; 7.93 Kilograms

Date First Available   :   1 Sept. 2021

Manufacturer   :   Majority

ASIN   :   B09F6ZFBD9

Item model number   :   SIE-SUR-BLK UK

Country of origin   :   China

Best Sellers Rank: 21,122 in Electronics & Photo (See Top 100 in Electronics & Photo)
149 in Soundbar Speakers

Customer reviews:     25 ratings

Add to Basket Add to Basket Add to Basket Add to Basket

Products related to this item
Sponsored 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Majority-Soundbar-Up-Firing-Multi-Connection-including/dp/B09DTG9RNZ/ref=psdc_4085831_t1_B09F6ZFBD9
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What's in the box?
Majority Sierra Plus
Mains Power Cable
RCA Cable
Subwoofer
Remote Control

Product Description

     

Majority Bowfell
Bluetooth Soundbar for
TV and Computer | 50-
WATT with powerful…

 5,890

£34.48 

Majority Atlas Bluetooth
PC Sound Bar | 20
WATTS with Multi-
connection | Portable S...

 2,070

£29.95 

MAJORITY K2 Soundbar
with Subwoofer | 150
WATT with 2.1 Surround
Sound | HDMI ARC w...

 2,269

£74.95 

1080P HD Bluetooth
Projector , BIGASUO
Home Movie Projector
with Screen, 8000L…

 799

£189.99 

MAJORITY Snowdon II
Sound bar for TV | 120
WATTS with 2.1 Channel
Sound | Soundbar ...

 10,408

£59.95 

Dolby Soundbar

Powered by Dolby Atmos, the Sierra Plus
generates a game-changing and all-around
enveloping soundscape. With detailed
directional effects, live, breathe and feel audio.
By placing sound at various parts of the room,
revolutionise how you experience music, film,
television, and gaming.

Perfect for the dedicated music fanatic, Dolby
Atmos places you inside the song to drive an
emotional audio experience. From Soul Music
to Samba Sounds, consume every detail of the
music and inhale the unmatched clarity.

A gift from the heavens, for any film buff, the
Sierra Plus transports you into the film. With
state-of-the-art sound technology feel the
anguish in war films or jump for joy when your
favourite superhero shows up to save the day
as if you’re the leading character.

Wireless Subwoofer

With a 6.5-inch driver, the wireless subwoofer
will surround you with powerful, dynamic, and
warm bass. Raising the standard for home
entertainment, pump up the bass as loud as
you like, without the worry of distortion.
Designed to fill the room, the booming
subwoofer blends seamlessly with the speakers
to unleash powerful bass.

Dynamic Equalizer

Offering personalised sound, customise your
audio across Movies, Music, News, and 3D
Mode for the ultimate listening experience.
With 3D Mode, not only can you hear your
audio with crisp and unrivalled clarity, but
you’ll feel the vibrating beauty of your
favourite sounds.

Film

Bring the cinema to the living room with the
enhanced home entertainment system that is
the Sierra Plus. From classic horror to 90s
romcom’s to dystopian sci-fi, immerse yourself
in cinema-quality surround sound. Absorb
entertainment using the combination of the
Sierra Plus’s subwoofer, detachable satellite
speakers and Dolby Atmos Surround Sound.

Sport

Upgrade how you experience sport with the
Sierra Plus. Immerse yourself in the glory of
the game be it tennis, football, basketball or
many more sports. With superior audio quality,
the detailed directional effects allow you to go
beyond ordinary listening to experience sport’s
moments of glory as if you’re a player of the
team.

News

From erupting volcanoes to cross-country
marathons, experience the latest news reports
as if you’re in the midst of the action. Catapult
yourself to the scene of the crime using the
powerful bass to fill the room with audio and
feel every vibrating moment.
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See questions and answers

Customer Questions & Answers

MAJORITY Snowdon II Sound bar for TV |
120 WATTS with 2.1

£59.95

…  
10,408

Experience every nail-biting, tear-jerking,
mouth-dropping moment on the edge of your
seat as sound allows you to step into the story
and experience film and television as if you’re
an extra on set.

Gaming

Enjoy the ultimate advantage over your
competitor when you play games with the
Sierra Plus. With Dolby Atmos’ surround sound,
project sound into the 3D gaming space and
hear your competitor before you can see them.
Whether you’re settling in for a weekend of
console gaming, relishing in an evening of
multi-player online gaming or playing a game
on your mobile, allow the Sierra Plus Dolby
soundbar to give your performance an extra
edge.

Music Streaming

Whether you’re hosting a family party, using
music to relive your teenage years or enjoying
the best parts of musical history on a vinyl
player, immerse yourself in sound for a
dynamic musical experience. From Broadway
hits to 80s pop to 50s rock ‘n’ roll, the Sierra
Plus delivers the ultimate listening experience
by projecting your tunes into the 3D space.
Using spatial audio, allow yourself to be
cocooned inside the song and let the magic of
music take over. With the detailed directional
effects hear your streamed playlists in
countless parts of the room.

Documentaries

Enjoy the sunset alongside the lion’s pride or
walk with the polar bears in the arctic snow
using Dolby Atmos. Experience the nail-biting
and heart-warming moments of nature with
the Sierra Plus's surround sound to fill the
room with the wonders of the world.
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Top reviews

Customer reviews

25 global ratings

MAJORITY Snowdon II Sound bar for TV |…

£59.95

10,408
Shop now

4.3 out of 5

5 star  60%

4 star  25%

3 star  10%

2 star  0%

1 star  6%

How are ratings calculated?

Sponsored 

Reviews with images

   

See all customer images

Top reviews from United Kingdom

 A decent unit with some fundamental misses
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 1 January 2022
Verified Purchase

5 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Adam Boswell

Been thinking about a new sound at for a while, my existing LG soundbar and wireless sub
being approx 7 years old and starting to look it's age. I had considered the K2 but when I
saw the Sierra plus with Dolby Atmos and wireless sub I decided to take the plunge. I have a
blowfell for the kitchen TV and a few other majority products so I know the quality is good. 
 
The unit arrived next day via Amazon and after a quick unpack, as I now expect with
majority, I went online to check the instructions as none are included in the box. Nothing
out of the ordinary, connects via HDMI arc exactly as my outgoing LG sound bar, with auto
connect on the wireless sub. For extra convenience, the holes from the wall brackets on the
LG bar were the same as those for the included wall brackets for the Sierra. Easy swap over
and plug in and it was all up and running in under 10 mins. 
 
Initial impressions are that the bar itself is quite large, looking quite imposing under my 65"
LG TV, but I guess if you want the upfiring atmos speakers the bar will have to be reasonable
in size, the sub is equally a good size, being about 20% bigger than the old LG sub, slightlyRead more

Helpful

 Literally "Blown away"
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 4 January 2022
Verified Purchase

OrdessaSteve

Sit down - get a cuppa this is a long one...(For a summary scoot down to the bottom) 
Firstly - Be in to get this delivered - its a beast of a box (the picture shows it) but its very
sympathetically packaged. Give yourself some time to get the feel of it.. you won’t set this
up in 5 mins - it’s not hard just requires thought. 
We set it up in the kitchen first to give it a try. (Hence the tea cosy backdrop!) 
Plugged in...and it wakes up with a nice Welcome message - takes about 10-12 secs to wake
up fully. 
The Wireless Subwoofer was a dream - turn on... and it connected seamlessly (Top marks!) 
On the back is ARC, HDMI1 and HDMI2 - Now this was extremely important for us (more
later) 
Its a big bar.. its almost 50mm high and my Sony TV has a low profile... so I had to create a
foot for the back of the TV to make it stand above it.. That’s not a negative. 
The unit comes with mounting brackets for a wall - nice touch. 
 
Initial test with Bluetooth.. Blimey!!! I love my music and enjoy Vinyl still so I have a bit of anRead more
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